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Introduction and Overview 

 
The online survey, “Accessing Holocaust-Related Archival Material,” is supported by the International 
Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA).  The data in this report reflects responses received between 
4 June 2013 and 4 April 2014, although the survey remains active and available online. 
 
The survey seeks to identify obstacles that may confront users of archives and other repositories 
holding Holocaust-related material.  Its results are not a comprehensive guide to the obstacles to access 
found in the larger field.  Rather, they point to some of the challenges experienced by researchers in 
their individual attempts to access archival material. 
 
In an attempt to attract a large international response, the survey was made available in four languages 
(English, French, German, and Russian) and promoted via online forums for scholars, educators, and 
genealogists, as well as through promotional networks of several major international research 
institutions. 
 
The survey consists of the following questions:1 
 

1. First name (text response) 
2. Last name (text response) 
3. Profession (text response) 
4. Affiliation (text response) 
5. “Are you an independent researcher?”  (yes/no) 
6. “Have you had difficulties accessing or using Holocaust-related material at an 

archive/repository since the year 2000?”  (yes/no) * 
7. “If yes, what was the name of this archive/repository?”  (text response) * 
8. “In what city is the archive/repository located?”  (text response) * 
9. “In what country is the archive/repository located?”  (drop-down menu of UN member states) 

* 
10. “What collection(s) did you attempt to access?  If you are unsure of their names or reference 

numbers, please write ‘unknown’ in the text box.”  (text response) 
11. “When did you experience this difficulty?”  (drop-down menu of years, 2000-2014) * 
12. “What was the main purpose of your attempt to access these materials?  You can choose 

multiple responses.”  (check box: educational project, exhibition, family history research, 
genealogical project, institutional project, journalism, legal research, publication, scholarly 
research, other) * 

o If “other,” respondents were asked to specify in a separate text box. 
o Note: Respondent allowed to make multiple choices. 

13. “What was the nature of this difficulty?”  (selection of options with text box.  Options included 
“prohibitive costs for reproduction and use,” “insufficient cataloging/reference assistance,” 
“inadequate facilities for research and access,” “poor physical condition of material,” “legal 
obstacles,” “the archive was closed,” and “other”). * 

o Note: Respondent allowed to make multiple choices. 
14. “Do you have additional comments?”  (text response) 
15. “Have you experienced difficulties at other archives/repositories?”  (yes/no) * 

o If “yes,” user was directed to a new page that included questions 7-15. 
 
  

                                                 
1 * Required response. 
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The IHRA Archival Access committee has separated obstacles to research into two broad categories: 
First and Second Priority Challenges.   
 
First Priority challenges include: 

 

 Legal Obstacles, e.g., “Access ... denied because of an alleged necessity to protect data.” 

 Archive was closed, e.g., “Refused entry to the building” 
 
Second Priority challenges include: 
 

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use, e.g.,“[E]xorbitant costs for photocopies.” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance, e.g., “There is only one single thematic inventory of the 
whole archive. The archivist was helpful and friendly but that cannot compensate for the fact 
that there is no catalog of their holdings.” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access, e.g., “Very small and noisy reading room, I could hear 
clerks playing computer games.” 

 Poor physical condition of material, e.g., “’Trophy‘ materials not well handled or preserved; at risk of 
degradation or destruction” 

 Other 
 
Of the 547 responses to the survey, 261 replied yes to the question, “Have you had difficulties accessing 
or using Holocaust-related material at an archive/repository since the year 2000?”  Of these, only 142 
provided responses that contained an indication of the nature of the difficulty, e.g., a legal obstacle to 
access.  This report classifies detailed “yes” responses as useful and those without detail as incomplete. 
 
Most respondents utilized the English-language survey, followed by the German, Russian, and French 
versions. 
 
Table 1.  Responses by language of survey. 
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More respondents reported their profession as scholar/professor than any other category, followed by 

other, student, and museum/memorial professional, as shown in Table No. 2. 

Table 2.  Professions of respondents. 

 

As outlined in Appendix No. 1, responses came from users residing in 40 different countries at the 

time of the survey.  Of these countries, 29 were IHRA member states.2 The majority of responses came 

from the United States (151 useful and incomplete responses of “yes” to question number 6), followed 

by Germany (59), the Netherlands (23), Israel (23), and Canada (20).3   

 
As shown in Table No. 3, the greatest number of useful responses came from persons who answered 
the survey while in the United States (53), followed by persons in Germany, the Netherlands, and 
Israel. 
 
  

                                                 
2 In the case of IHRA member states, there were no responses from persons residing in Serbia or Slovenia. We received 
only one response from a resident of one of the six observer countries (Portugal).  For a full list of IHRA member and 
observer states, visit http://www.holocaustremembrance.com/.  Last accessed, 10 April 2014. 
3 Note: Information on the citizenship of respondents is not available.  The information on their country of residence is 
based on the IP addresses of each respondent to the survey.  Therefore, it is possible that some respondents answered the 
survey while residing in a country in which they are not a citizen. 
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Table 3.  Useful responses by country of residence. 

 
 
Table No. 4 indicates that the greatest number of incomplete responses came from the United States 
(98), followed by Germany (45), Israel (18), Canada (16), and the Netherlands (15). 
 
Table No. 4.  Incomplete responses by country of residence. 
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The number of reported First Priority Challenges was greatest for repositories in the Russian 
Federation, followed by Germany, Poland, and the United States, as shown in Table No. 5. 
 
Table No. 5.  First priority challenges in reported countries. 
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Reported Second Priority Challenges were greatest for repositories in Poland, followed by Germany, 
the United States, Israel, and the Russian Federation. 
 
Table No. 6.  Second priority challenges by country. 
 

 
 
The disparate responses by state do not conform to anecdotal reports of obstacles to access in a 

number of countries, including those within the IHRA.  The relatively meager response pertaining to 

many of the countries noted in this survey skews the data in significant ways.  For example, if one were 

to consider the number of reported First Priority Challenges in relation to the total number of 

challenges for each country, the results might suggest that archives in Sweden were completely 

inaccessible.  Having received only one response related to Sweden, however, it would be impossible to 

form any confident conclusion on Swedish archival access.  

Overcoming these challenges requires a careful reading of the textual responses that accompanied useful 

answers in the survey.  Only through such a reading can one gain a nuanced understanding of the 

statistics that accompany this report.  It is important to keep in mind that the individual perspectives of 

respondents played a significant role in their own determination of what constituted a barrier.  For 

example, in several cases, respondents reported that an archive was closed, when, in reality, it had 

limited or inconvenient operating hours.  While inconvenience might be construed as an important 

obstacle to research, it is not necessarily a barrier in the same sense that closed access to a repository, 

or restricted access to certain collections, would be.  The responses of others suggest that their belief 

that research should be conducted for them or that their own linguistic limitations serve as obstacles to 

research.  The Steering Committee does not believe such responses meet the definition of First Priority 

Obstacles.    
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After eliminating those responses that do not conform to the definition of First Priority Obstacles 

(e.g., the irregular operating hours of certain institutions), table No. 7 demonstrates that the greatest 

challenges to researchers seeking access to Holocaust-related materials are in institutions in the Russian 

Federation, followed by Germany, Ukraine, and Poland. 

Table No. 7.  Analysis of text responses that indicate first priority challenges. 

 

In summary, this survey is only an indicator of the larger challenges facing scholars, educators, 
researchers, and all others who require access to the vast documentary and material record of the 
Holocaust.  Without additional input from experts (archival professionals, genealogists, scholars, 
educators, and researchers) with considerable experience, we will not know the extent of these 
challenges.  Therefore, in June 2014, the Steering Committee of the IHRA Multi-Year Work Plan on 
Archival Access will invite such experts to participate in a closed workshop to assess the survey’s data 
and provide informed insight on the challenges to access that have been revealed – and missed -- by 
this preliminary study.  
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Austria 

 
Number of useful responses: 5 

 

Difficulties reported by archive: 
 

 Jewish Community (Israelitische Kultusgemeinde) – 2 responses 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 “Archive not open to the public or all researchers - based on individual 
approval” 

o Second priority challenges 

 Other: “Non-responsiveness of curator [name redacted by Steering Committee]” 

 Austrian State Archives (Österreichisches Staatsarchiv) – 3 responses 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 “They claim that there are Austrian data protection laws that prevent us 
from using part of it and they can't define this part easily” 

o Second priority challenges 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 Insufficient finding aids  
o 2x (“Mangelhafte Findmittel”, “Unzureichende Findmittel“) 

Collections reported: 

 

 Jewish Community (Israelitische Kultusgemeinde) 
o “Sporadic access to entire collection” 
o Jewish Birth and Marriage Records 

 Austrian State Archives (Österreichisches Staatsarchiv) 
o Documents on the November 1938 pogrom (Dokumente zum Novemberpogrom 1938) 
o Resources on monetary compensation (Bestände zur Vermögensentschädigung) 
o Finance Office (Finanzlandesdirektion) 
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Reason for attempt to access research materials: Education project (1), Family history research (1), 
Genealogical research (1), and Scholarly research (4) 

Professions of respondents: Archivist/Librarian (1), Scholar/professor (2), and Other (1 – 
radiographer) 

 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Austria (1), Hungary (1), Israel (1), and USA (2) 
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Belarus 

 
Number of useful responses: 3 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Minsk District Archives (Gebietsarchiv Rayon Minsk) – 2 responses 
o First priority challenges 

 The archive was closed 

 “apply before 10 material comes after 15  archive closes at 19” 

 “Strange breaks, open half-days“ (“eigenartige Pausen, Halbtagsöffnungen”) 
o Second priority challenges 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “it is chaos” 

 Inadequate facilities for research 

 “short hours for work, difficult application” 

 “Children’s tables, hour-long waits – completely not outfitted for visitors” 
(“Kindergartentische, stundenlanges Warten - für Besucher gar nicht 
eingerichtet”) 

 Poor physical condition of material 

 (No detailed response given) 

 State Archives of Grodno Region – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 The archive was closed 

 “The archive director denied permission to access certain archival fonds 
because the director determined they were outside the scope of my 
research.” 
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o Second priority challenges 

 Other: “I had letters of introduction from my dissertation advisor requesting that 
the archive grant me permission to access their collections. This was fine for the 
first week, but at the start of the second week of research, the archive director 
began to deny permission to selected archival fonds. The official reason was that 
the director determined that the fonds were outside the scope of my research.  I got 
the impression, however, that the director just wanted me to go away.” 

 
Collections reported: 
 

 Minsk Archives 
o Minsk Area Commissioner, Local farmers (Gebietskommissar Minsk-Land, Kreislandwirte) 
o Collection not reported 

 State Archives of Grodno Region 
o German occupation records for the "Bialystok District" 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Scholarly research (2) 
 
Professions of respondents: Scholar/professor (2) and Student (1) 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Germany (1), Israel (1), and Netherlands (1) 
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Belgium 
 
Number of useful responses: 4 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Belgian State Archives – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 “Difficult legal procedure to obtain access.” 
o Second priority challenges 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “Due to procedure of getting access, even the finding aids were not 
consultable.” 

 Centrale – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges 

 Other: “No access granted to consult the materials” 

 City of Brussels Archive – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 “Belgian law closes files for a lengthy period-exceptions are permitted with 
express permission” 

 Additional comments: 

 “The difficulty was largely bureaucratic and once permission was obtained, 
access was unproblematic.” 

 Directorate-General War Victims (Direction GeneraleVictimes de la Guerre) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “There is only one single thematic inventory of the whole archive. The 
archivist was helpful and friendly but that cannot compensate for the fact 
that there is no catalog of their holdings.” 
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Collections reported: 

 

 Belgian State Archives 
o Archives of the Auditor General – Depot Joseph Cuvelier 

 Centrale 
o Minutes of the board's meetings 

 City of Brussels Archive 
o Collection not reported 

 Directorate-General War Victims (Direction GeneraleVictimes de la Guerre) 
o Complete collection 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Institutional project (1), Publication (2), and 
Scholarly research (3) 
 
Professions of respondents: Archivist/librarian (1) and Scholar/professor (3) 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Belgium (2), UK (1), and USA (1) 
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Canada 
 
Number of useful responses: 2 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 
 

 Canadian Jewish Congress National Archives – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Difficulty obtaining permissions to view material on Holocaust survivors' 
postwar records” 

 National Archives of Canada – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given)  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 (No detailed response given) 
 
Collections reported: 

 

 Canadian Jewish Congress National Archives 
o Collection not reported 

 National Archives of Canada  
o Collection not reported 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Publication (2) and Scholarly research (2) 
 
Professions of Respondents: Museum/Memorial professional (1) and Scholar/professor (1) 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Canada (2) 
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Chile 
 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Chilean National Archive – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “The only cataloged material has to do with the year and location of the 
diplomatic mission per volume. In order to find Holocaust related 
documents in these volumes it was needed to search one by one, page by 
page.” 

 
Collection reported: 

 

 Chilean National Archive 
o Ministry of Foreign Affairs collection 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Institutional project (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Museum/memorial professional (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: Chile (1) 
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Croatia 

 
Number of useful responses: 4 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Croatian National Archives – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: The collection is not completely open to the public, although it is possible to 
submit an application and then use it. But then you have to submit an application to 
make each copy. This is a laborious process, but it is at least possible to use the 
sources.(“Die Sammlung ist noch nicht ganz freigegeben. Man kann aber einen 
Antrag stellen und danach die Sammlung nutzen. Dann muss man aber auch für 
jede Kopie zuerst einen Antrag stellen. Dies ist einfach etwas umständlich, aber 
grundsätzlich kommt man an die Quellen heran.”) 

 Local archives in Županja, Osijek, and Koprivnica – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Inadequate facilities for research 

 (No detailed response given) 

 State Archive - Varaždin region – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “The staff insisted on a very strict interpretation of current laws on 
protection of personal data: they allowed me to access only files concerning 
people who were positively identified as victims of Holocaust in other 
sources, and not the entire collection. Since most of local Jewish population 
perished in Holocaust, but not all are mentioned with full names and other 
identification data like dates of birth etc. in other archival sources, I was 
able to gain only limited access to this collection.” 
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 Zagreb Jewish Community Archives – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 “Refused entry to the building” 
 
Collections reported: 

 

 Croatian National Archives 
o Ministry of the State Treasury (MinistarstvoDrzavneRiznice - 1076) 

 Local archives in Županja, Osijek, and Koprivnica 
o Second World War 

 State Archive - Varaždin region 
o GradskopoglavarstvoVaraždin 1941-1945 - Židovskiodsjek (Varaždin City Council 1941-

1945/ Jewish department) 

 DAVŽ-25, GPV 1941-1945 

 Zagreb Jewish Community Archives 
o Record of the Jewish families in Zagreb in 1941 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Institutional project (2), Publication (2), and 
Scholarly research (1) 
 
Professions of respondents: General researcher (1) and Scholar/professor (3) 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Croatia (3) and Germany (1) 
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Czech Republic 
 
Number of useful responses: 2 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Military History Archive – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “re-classification of WWII captured documents” 

 Terezin Archives – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: Lots of noise, the archives team "chatted" instead of helping me, with so 
much noise I had trouble concentrating. (“beaucoup de bruit, l'équipe des archives 
"papotait" au lieu de m'aider, tout en faisanttellement de bruit quej'avais du mal à 
me concentrer.”) 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Military History Archive 
o Captured German Records 

 Terezin Archives 
o Collection not reported 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Institutional project (1), Publication (1), and 
Scholarly research (1) 
 
Professions of respondents: Museum/memorial professional (1) and Student (1) 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: France (1) and USA (1)  
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Denmark 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Archives of the Jewish Museum – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “Earlier reproduction was not allowed, now they changed policy so the 
costs for photocopies are exorbitant” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Archives of the Jewish Museum 
o Entire collection reg. Theresienstadt 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Scholarly research (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Student (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: Germany (1) 
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France 
 
Number of useful responses: 3 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Death records of Jews deported from France (Actes de décès des Juifsdéportés de France) – 1 
response 

o Second priority challenges  

 Other: Nearly half of these death certificates have STILL NOT BEEN 
ESTABLISHED, and most of those that have been are subject to large errors. 
(“Près de la moitié de cesactes de décèsn'ont TOUJOURS PAS ÉTÉ ÉTABLIS, et 
unegrandepartie de ceux qui l'ontétécomportent des erreursimportantes.”) 

 Local departmental archives – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “European laws and the French agency regulating data access, the CNIL, 
have made further reproduction for our institution impossible” 

 The archive was closed 

 “sometimes renovation and conservation work made access impossible, but 
it was mainly the categorical refusal of the director of the archives which 
created problems” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “access was not denied, but the directors refused to allow reproduction” 

 Organization to Save the Children (Œuvre de Secours aux Enfants) 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “there was a privacy concern because there were files on children helped by 
this organization, but also, a lot of resistance” 

 
Collections reported: 
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 Death records of Jews deported from France (Actes de décès des Juifsdéportés de France) 
o Collection not reported 

 Local departmental archives 
o Collection not reported 

 Organization to Save the Children (Œuvre de Secours aux Enfants) 
o general documents about rescue and aid activities, pre-war, during the war, and post-war  

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Institutional project (2) and Other (1) 

 

 Other response: Working on research about Jews deported from France, particularly those of 
the convoy No. 73 from France towards the Baltic States on May 15, 1944. (“Travail de 
mémoireconcernant les Juifsdéportés de France, et plus particulièrementceux du convoi n° 73 
partide France en direction des pays Baltes le 15 mai 1944.”) 

 
Professions of respondents: Museum/memorial professional (1) and Other (1) 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: France (1) and USA (1) 
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Germany 
 
Number of useful responses: 22 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Berlin State Archive (Landesarchiv Berlin) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 Insufficient cataloging („unzureichende Katalogisierung“) 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access 

 No interface for the online catalog („Digitales Verzeichnis www.wga-
datenbank.de/ besitzt keine Schnittstellen“) 

 Centrum Judaicum – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: The archive director, without giving any reason, did not allow me access 
(“ArchivleiterverbotmirZugangohneBegründung”) 

 City Archive Cham (Stadtarchiv) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “Staff claims to have NO information/records.”  

 City Archive Deggendorf (Stadtarchiv) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “The man in charge has a PhD in history but neither common sense nor 
local/regional knowledge. He "trips" over such basic circumstances that 3 
households with the surname Bernheim might be siblings. When he reads 
that a German passport was issued/prolonged in Zurich, that this person 
EMIGRATED there. He marvels why a person was deported "under a 
different name" - not taking into account that this person has been married 
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for multiple years. When a person was deported, he "informs" you that this 
happened in "Germany" although records show it happened in Holland.”  

 City Archive Ellingen (Stadtarchiv) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 (No detailed response given) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “the material was not cataloged due to lack of trained personnel”  

 City Archive Freyung (Stadtarchiv) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “The staff claims that US-soldiers burned most of the records after throwing 
them out in an open court in 1945. Except for some birth registers and commercial 
files, records start in 1945.” 

 City Archive Regen (Stadtarchiv) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Access and/or Auskunft denied because of an alleged necessity to protect 
data” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “Ignorance and insecurity of the staff in charge” 

 City Archive Vilshofen (Stadtarchiv) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “the staff in charge refused to apply laws pertaining to archives” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “The city administration charges 15 Euros per ‘Auskunft’, and multiple 
‘Auskünfte’ were definitely FALSE, others missing” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “the staff in charge refused to show originals/copies” 

 Other: “the files were not passed on to the archive” 

 Community Archive Estenfeld (Gemeindearchiv) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “Utter ignorance. Staff claimed that the man I inquired about was never 
registered - a few months after the town set a Stolperstein for him and newspapers 
reported about him.” 

 Federal Archive (Bundesarchiv) – 4 responses 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Datenschutz in Germany makes it very difficult to be allowed to see files, 
particularly if a suspect is still living. I've had some good luck with some 
archives, but have encountered others where I haven't been able to see 
court transcripts/files, even though they were public trials, for data 
protection issues.” 

 German data protection laws make it difficult to compare large amounts of 
data – same data is freely available at the USHMM in the US (“Datenschutz 
in Deutschland verhindertMassenabgleich von Daten (gleicheDatensind in 
den USA USHMM freizugänglich)”) 

o Second priority challenges  

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  
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 Bad databank; lacking sufficient references („Schlechte Datenbank; keine 
ausreichende Quellenangaben“) 

 Poor physical condition of material  

 “CROWCASS files (in copies only) were hardly legible, some were 
completely blackened. Very poor quality photographs in this collection. The 
official explanation of the archivist was they couldn't get any better copies.” 

 Other: Getting copies sometimes takes weeks. Photocopying the files is not 
allowed. (“Anfertigung von Kopie dauert manchmal Wochen. Fotografieren der 
Akten nicht erlaubt”) 

 House of the Wannsee Conference (Haus der Wannsee-Konferenz) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges 

 Other: “The made previously archival document accessible online, inaccessible!” 

 International Tracing Service (Bad Arolsen) – 4 responses 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “Difficult to navigate” 

 “confused by finding aids” 

 Other: “Took too long”; “Red Cross would not assist my research.”; “Could not 
access the archives at all. YadVashem could not help either.” 

 National Archive (Staatsarchiv) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “too expensive reproduction costs; taking photographs was not allowed” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 “the reading room is in very poor condition, too small; no air-conditioning” 

 NRW State Archive (NRW-Landesarchiv) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use  

 “The people at the Landesarchiv were wonderful and very helpful.  In the 
end, I purchased the materials that I needed.  While I understand that a 
charge may be necessary to reduce overhead, that I paid nearly $1,000 for 
two CDs of materials is immoral.  There was no other way to get the 
materials since most of the files from Duesseldorf are blocked via ITS. 
Unfortunately, even after receiving the CDs, I must spend hours to 
organize and make the data usable.” 

 Federal Agency for Centralized Services and Pending Property Issues (Bundesamt für zentrale 
Dienste und offene Vermögensfragen) – 1 response 

o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 Rights of third parties ("RechteDritter") 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “Holdings in storage locations”; “Nothing for provenance research here 
anyway” etc. ("Depositalbestand"; "Für Provenienzforschung stünde sowieso nichts 
drin" etc.) 

 Rhenish Business Archive Cologne (Rheinisches Wirtschaftsarchiv Köln) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 Rights of third parties ("RechteDritter") 
o Second priority challenges  
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 Other: “Holdings in storage locations”; “Nothing for provenance research here 
anyway” etc. ("Depositalbestand"; "Für Provenienzforschung stünde sowieso nichts 
drin" etc.) 

 University Archive Tübingen (Universitätsarchiv Tübingen) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 Rights of third parties ("RechteDritter") 
o Second priority challenges 

 Other: “Holdings in storage locations”; “Nothing for provenance research here 
anyway” etc. ("Depositalbestand"; "Für Provenienzforschung stünde sowieso nichts 
drin" etc.) 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Berlin State Archive (Landesarchiv Berlin)  
o Restitution Office Files (Akten der Wiedergutmachungsämter) - B Rep. 025 

 Centrum Judaicum 
o OdF - Akten 

 City Archive Cham (Stadtarchiv) 
o Resident registration certificates (Einwohnermeldescheine) 

 City Archive Deggendorf (Stadtarchiv) 
o Resident registration certificates (Einwohnermeldescheine) and business registry 

(Gewerberegistratur) 

 City Archive Ellingen (Stadtarchiv) 
o Collection not reported 

 City Archive Freyung (Stadtarchiv) 
o Resident registration certificates (Einwohnermeldescheine) 

 City Archive Regen (Stadtarchiv) 
o Resident registration certificates (Einwohnermeldescheine) and business registry 

(Gewerberegistratur) 

 City Archive Vilshofen (Stadtarchiv) 
o Resident registration certificates (Einwohnermeldescheine) 

 Community Archive Estenfeld (Gemeindearchiv) 
o Resident registration certificates (Einwohnermeldescheine)  

 Federal Agency for Centralized Services and Pending Property Issues (Bundesamt für zentrale 
Dienste und offene Vermögensfragen) 

o Steuerakten Strauss/Fuld 

 Federal Archive (Bundesarchiv) 
o CROWCASS 
o Database of Residents (DatenbankResidentenliste) 
o Various Nazi war-crimes trial documents 
o Various 

 House of the Wannsee Conference (Haus der Wannsee-Konferenz) 
o Collection not reported 

 International Tracing Service (Bad Arolsen) 
o Collection not reported 
o transport lists from Vienna to Opole 

 National Archive (Staatsarchiv) 
o Collection not reported 

 NRW State Archive (NRW-Landesarchiv) 
o Various Gestapo files 
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 Rhenish Business Archive Cologne (Rheinisches Wirtschaftsarchiv Köln) 
o Firmenarchiv Otto Wolf 

 University Archive Tübingen (Universitätsarchiv Tübingen) 
o Sanatorium Binswanger 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Educational project (6), Family history research 
(1), Genealogical research (8), Institutional project (1), Journalism (1), Publication (7), Scholarly 
research (14), and Other (4) 

 

 Other responses: Invited Talk at The Society of Macedonia Studies, Thessaloniki, Greece; 
Provenance research (Provenienzforschung) 

 
Professions of respondents: Genealogist (1), General researcher (2), Journalist (1), 
Museum/memorial professional (1), Scholar/professor (3), Student (1), and Other (5) 

 

 Other responses: Author; Marketing and Communications Professional; Retired; Retired electrical 
Engineer; and Translator 

 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: France (1), Germany (5), Greece (1), Poland (1), and 
USA (4) 
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Hungary 
 
Number of useful responses: 2 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 City Hall (Erdobenye) - 1 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “Would not allow photographic or electronic copying of records” 

 Local Archives in Debrecen and Szeged - 1 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 Very irregular and sometimes very short hours of business. (“Sehr 
unregelmäßige und teilweise sehr kurze Öffnungszeiten.”) 

o Second priority challenges 

 Other: The archives’ staff is ready to help, but the archives suffer from massive cuts 
and limited public financing. (“Die Archivmitarbeiter sind sehr hilfsbereit, aber die 
Archive leiden an den massiven Kürzungen und an der niedrigen öffentlichen 
Finanzierung.”) 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 City Hall (Erdobenye) 
o Vital Records 

 Local Archives in Debrecen and Szeged 
o Materials dealing with the persecution and murder of Hungarian Jews (“Auf die Verfolgung 

und Ermordung der ungarischen Juden bezogene Materialien”) 
 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Family history research (1), Publication (1), and 
Scholarly research (1) 
 
Professions of respondents: Litigator (1) and Scholar/professor (1) 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Hungary (1) and USA (1)  
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Ireland 
 
Number of useful responses: 2 (1 respondent) 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Irish Jewish Museum  (Dublin) – 1 response  
o Second priority challenges  

 Inadequate cataloging/reference assistance 

 “part time archivist at that time” 

 National Archives (Dublin) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “They said the data was sensitive but access given to one professor” 
 
Collections reported: 

 

 Irish Jewish Museum  (Dublin) 
o Collection not reported 

 National Archives (Dublin) 
o Department of Justice files and Department of Foreign Affairs 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Educational project (2) and Scholarly research 
(1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Independent researcher (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: Ireland (1)  
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Israel 
 
Number of useful responses: 15 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 “there was no way to take images of the microfilms - microfilm machines 
were in such poor quality that the documents were virtually illegible” 

 Other: “I traveled all the way from the United States to Israel to view these 
microfilms. However, the machines were in such poor condition that the 
documents were virtually illegible. Furthermore, the archive was so technologically 
insufficient that there was no way to reproduce images of the microfilms or any way 
of printing them.” 

 Central Zionist Archives – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 You have to pay to take photos of the computer screen with your own 
camera (“SelbstFotosvomBildschirmmit der 
eigenenKameramüssenbezahltwerden.”) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 Database only accessible in Hebrew, no search function, each document 
can only be seen individually. („Datenbank nur in Hebräisch zugänglich, 
Keine Suchfunktion, jedes Dokument nur einzeln nacheinander ansehbar“) 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 A lot is not digitalized, can’t search with keywords, inventory only in 
Hebrew. („vieles nicht digitalisiert, Inventare nicht nach Schlagwörtern 
durchsuchbar, Inventare nur hebräisch“) 

 Massuah – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 (No detailed response given) 
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 National Archive – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 The archive was closed  

 “the archive was open at the oddest hours...there were times when it was 
closed when the times posted clearly stated it should have been open” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “yes...very expensive” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “no knowledge on the part of librarian”  

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 “very inadequate”  

 Poor physical condition of material 

 “VERY poor condition”   

 Wiener Library – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “Librarian very reluctant to climb up the dusty shelf to retrieve the box of 
documents.  Also, refused to permit copying of many documents.” 

 YadVashem – 10 responses 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “no finding aids”  

 “one search mechanism across all collections needed” 

 “Lack of cataloging for Holocaust in Latvia” 

 “no finding aids for documents and transport records” 

 “The archive will not let you copy these materials and if you inquire about 
them via email they also refuse to help.”  

 Other: “department director refused permission to access the files” 

 Other: “when from a book, the whole book is not scanned. Also impossible to 
trace people who handed in the pages” 

 Other: “a man went to retrieve the requested documents and never returned - he 
went home for the day.  I left a message for him and never heard back.” 

 Other: “I was told they are not available to the public when in reality I have seen 
them cited in the work of numerous scholars.” 

 Other: “YadVashem has removed features that allow website visitor to see other 
victims at same address and also transport lists” 

 Other: “Difficult to access, and only reproductions of certain records. No welcome 
because staff overbooked (although I took an appointment three months in 
advance). (Accèsdifficile, etseulement à des reproductions de certaines archives. Pas 
bon accueil car équipesurbookée (alorsquej'avaisprisrdv 3 mois à l'avance)).” 

 Other: “YadVashem declared the file a secret one. Files of savers can be freely 
accessible to be shown to the whole world.” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People 
o A/W 2697.1, A/W 2697.2, A/W 2697.3, A/W 2697.4, A/W 2697.5, A/W 2697.6, A/W 

2697.12, A/W 2697.13, A/W 2697.14, A/W 2697.15, A/W 2697.16, A/W 2697.17 

 Central Zionist Archives 
o Organization of Immigrants from the Netherlands, Jerusalem and various others 
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 J24 and others 

 Massuah 
o Hoenigsfeld 

 National Archive 
o ReuvenBrainin Papers 

 Wiener Library 

 YadVashem 
o Collection not reported (4x) 
o Pages of testimony 
o Righteous Among the Nations Application files 
o Righteous files (2x) 

 File of Florian Manoliu 
o SBU War Crimes Trials; Russian and Ukrainian materials, etc. 
o Transport lists 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Educational project (1), Exhibition (1), Family 
history research (5), Genealogical research (5), Institutional project (1), Legal research (1), Publication 
(1), and Scholarly research (10) 
 
Professions of respondents: Educator (1), Genealogist (1), Journalist (1), Scholar/professor (2), 
Student (5), and Other (4) 

 

 Other responses: Economist, Executive director, Marketing and communications professional, and 
retired  

 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: France (1), Germany (1), Israel (1), Romania (1), Spain 
(1), and USA (10) 
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Italy 

 
Number of useful responses: 2 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Center of Contemporary Jewish Documentation (Centro di 
DocumentazioneEbraicaContemporanea) – 1 response 

o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “Without a general index of archival materials available, researchers are left 
at the disposal of unhelpful archivists.” 

 Other: “The two main archivists are Holocaust historians and seem relectant to 
share materials from this period.” 

 State Archives of Modena (State Archives of Modena (Modena) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Documents are police files related to DPs in Italy after the war. Researchs 
require Police Permission to access materials, which has not been granted.” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Center of Contemporary Jewish Documentation (Centro di 
DocumentazioneEbraicaContemporanea) 

o Collection not reported 

 State Archives of Modena (State Archives of Modena (Modena) 
o Collection not reported 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Scholarly research (2) 
 
Professions of respondents: Not reported 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: USA (2)  
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Latvia 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Riga Ghetto and Holocaust in Latvia Museum – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “contacts never responded and minimal information on contacts” 

 “no aids to access information on transport records” 
 
Collections reported: 

 

 Riga Ghetto and Holocaust in Latvia Museum 
o Riga Ghetto Archives 

 
Reasons for attempt to access research materials: Educational project (1), Exhibition (1), 
Genealogical research (1), Institutional project (1), and Scholarly research (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Student (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: USA (1) 
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Netherlands 
 
Number of useful responses: 8 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Maria Austria Institute (Maria Austria Instituut) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “high prices for copyright” 

 National Archive (NationaalArchief) – 4 responses 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Access has been increasingly difficult at the NationaalArchief since 2010” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “exorbitant costs for photocopies” 

 “No copies were provided for legal reasons” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “Access was difficult because this archive is not public. You need to ask 
permission and when that is granted you are dependent on one employee of 
the archive who requests and delivers you the files. If he has no time or if 
he is not present it is not possible to do research. It is also difficult to study 
large quantities of files this way. The national archive does not seem to have 
a clear policy for the use of these semi-public archives.” 

 “inadequate communication after information requests by email” 

 Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (Beeld en geluid) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “commercial prices for just a few second of film footage” 
 

 Spaarnestad Photo Archive (Spaarnestadfotoarchief) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  
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 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “commercial prices for use of photos” 

 NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies (NIOD InstituutvoorOorlogs-, 
Holocaust- en Genocidestudies) – 1 response 

o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Privacy protection: the NIOD is restricted by privacy laws prohibiting the 
publication of names of private persons, that might still be alive. A 
document providing the names of both Jewish victims and the Dutch 
collaborators who betrayed them was problematic due to privacy protection 
of the collaborator. The names of the Jews can be publicly presented since 
they perished and are no longer alive. the NIOD are very accessible,  and 
prices for administrative handling and copyright are realistic. The problem 
lies here beyond NIOD, in legal ground” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Maria Austria Institute (Maria Austria Instituut) 
o henk Jonker Hollandsche schouwburg collectie 

 National Archive (NationaalArchief) 
o Central Special Justice Archives (CentraalArchiefBijzondereRechtspleging) (2x) 
o Dutch Management Institute Archives (Archief van het NederlandsBeheersinstituut) 
o Treatment Affairs (excluding police treatment) of the Ministry of Justice (1936) 1944-1959 

and the archives of the High Board for the Judiciary, 1945-1947 
(Zuiveringsaangelegenheden (excl. de politiezuivering) van het Ministerie van Justitie, 
(1936) 1944-1959 en het archief van het Hoge College voor de RechterlijkeMacht, 1945-
1947) 

 Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (Beeld en geluid) 
o Collection not reported 

 Spaarnestad Photo Archive (Spaarnestadfotoarchief) 
o Collection not reported 

 NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies (NIOD InstituutvoorOorlogs-, 
Holocaust- en Genocidestudies) 

o Collection not reported  
 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Educational project (3), Exhibition (4), 
Institutional project (1), Publication (4), and Scholarly research (4) 
 
Professions of respondents: Museum/memorial professional (1) and Scholar/professor (2) 
 
Location of respondents at time of survey: Netherlands 
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Poland 
 
Number of useful responses: 17 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Archives in Lomza, Poland – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “The records were incomplete and only certain years were able to be 
researched” 

 “The archival personal only spoke Polish and therefore could not be of help 
to myself who speaks only English” 

 Other: “The material beyond 1900 were not available.  No indexing of records” 

 Archive Museum Auschwitz Birkenau (Państwowego Muzeum Auschwitz-Birkenau) – 2 responses 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use  

 “To see the artworks of the two artists and to obtain study images, it would 
have cost me in excess of $2,600.  I was told the cost was to pay for 
renovations of the facility.” 

 “Costs for photocopies were exorbitant” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “There was no way for a scholar to see images of the artworks except via a 
small card catalog.” 

 “Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 “A staff person was kind enough to give me a seat at someone's desk.  
Otherwise, I would not have been able to look at the images on a computer.  
I was able to see a cross section of original artworks.  But I could not access 
the entire body of materials that I traveled to Poland to see.” 
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 “Inadequate facilities for research and access” 

 Other: “I gave up on the Ollomuchki project because limited access and cost to 
obtain study materials was beyond my means.” 

 Central Archive of Modern Records (ArchiwumAktNowych) – 1 response 
o Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “messy cataloging system”  
o Other: “limited number of documents to view per day” 

 Convents and Monasteries – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles  

 “refusal to grant permission to view documents” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “poor cataloging” 

 Institute of National Remembrance – Krakow (InstytutPamięciNarodowej) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles  

 “unusual set of permissions required prior to access” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “no finding aid”  

 Institute of National Remembrance – Warsaw (InstytutPamięciNarodowej) – 2 responses 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “Impossible to contact the Institute by email, I only got a reply when I sent 
a proper letter, about 3 weeks later (in Polish only, as it seems to be the 
standard procedure in Polish archives?). I was told they didn't have any 
Holocaust-related files, I should try the State Archive at Auschwitz-
Oswiecim. I found out later from a fellow researcher they do have the 
documents I was looking for (trial of a particular former concentration 
camp commandant).” 

 Other: “The exact same court files that can be retrieved within 24 hours from state 
archives take literally months to be retrieved from the IPN repositories, with no 
explanation for the delays and no predictions of how long the process will take.  
Moreover, no photographs are allowed, although the state archives (which, as 
noted, are distinct from the IPN archives) permit free photography of virtually all 
materials in unlimited quantities.” 

 Institute of National Remembrance – Wieliczka (InstytutPamięciNarodowej) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles  

 “restrictions on use” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use  

 “high cost for copies (on a CD!)” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “poor finding aids” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 “appointments required” 

 Poor physical condition of material  

 “many documents were barely readable / poor ink and paper” 
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 Other: “I waited over 1 month for permission to come to the archive, and to even 
look at the online finding aid” 

 Jewish Historical Institute (ŻydowskiegoInstytutuHistorycznego) – 3 responses 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “Archivist insisted there was nothing for me in the collection” 

 “Archivist had poor knowledge of the archives” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 “only 3 computers that store digital files” 

 “Very small and noisy reading room, I could hear clerks playing computer 
games.” 

 Other: “I managed to complete my research, but it was time consuming due to 
limited access to computers in the archive” 

 Other: “Difficulties to get answers to emails before visiting the archives” 

 Krakow Metropolitan Church Archive (Archiwum Kurii Metropolitalnej w Krakowie) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles  

 “separate written permission from the archive director” 

 “unclear access procedure” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “very poor cataloging” 

 National Archive (ArchiwumNarodowe w Krakowie) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use  

 “high costs for photocopies” 

 Registry Offices (UrządStanuCywilnego) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “Wanted too much money” 

 State Archive  - 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “privacy of sellers and buyers” 

 Archive was closed 

 “Usually in Poland opening hours in the provincial archives are random and 
one has to reserve visit a long time before” 

 Vital Records Offices – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “Too expensive” 
 
Collections reported: 

 

 Archives in Lomza, Poland 
o Collection not reported 

 Archive Museum Auschwitz Birkenau (Państwowego Muzeum Auschwitz-Birkenau) 
o Artworks HalinaOllomuchki and others 
o Collection not reported 

 Central Archive of Modern Records (ArchiwumAktNowych) 
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o various 

 Convents and Monasteries 
o rescue efforts 

 Institute of National Remembrance – Krakow (InstytutPamięciNarodowej) 
o Interrogations of death march survivors 

 Institute of National Remembrance – Warsaw (InstytutPamięciNarodowej) 
o Special Criminal Court in Warsaw, Regional Court in Warsaw, the Regional Court of 

Warsaw Province (“SpecjalnySądKarny w Warszawie, SądWojewódzki m. st.Warszawy, 
SądWojęwódzkiWojewództwaWarszawskiego”) 

o Collection not reported 

 Institute of National Remembrance – Wieliczka (InstytutPamięciNarodowej) 
o August trials, Plaszow, and other 

 Jewish Historical Institute (ŻydowskiegoInstytutuHistorycznego) 
o Central Committee of Jews in Poland 
o Digital files 
o Ringleblum archives 

 Krakow Metropolitan Church Archive (Archiwum Kurii Metropolitalnej w Krakowie) 
o convents, monasteries, converts, Archbishop 

 National Archive (Archiwum Narodowe w Krakowie) 
o Various 

 Registry Offices (UrządStanuCywilnego) 
o Collection not reported 

 State Archive  
o State art and antique shop Desa 

 Vital Records Offices 
o Tarnov Vital Birth and Marriage Records 1890-1940 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Exhibition (1), Family history research (3), 
Genealogical research (2), Institutional project (1), Journalism (1), Legal research (1), Publication (2), 
Scholarly research (14), and Other (2) 

 

 Other responses:  “Finding information about the German building activity during WWII” and 
“Provenance research” 

 
Professions of respondents: Educator (1), General researcher (1), Independent researcher (1), 
Scholar/professor (3), Student (3), and Other (2) 

 

 Other responses: Radiographer and Visual artist/writer/photographer 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Canada (1), Finland (1), Germany (2), Netherlands (1), 
and USA (7) 
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Romania 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Municipal Archives of the City of Bucharest (DirecţiaMunicipiuluiBucureşti) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 “The miss-interpreted the National Archives of Romania Access Rules (in a 
more restrictive way for researchers; ironically, the same "Rules" were much 
better interpreted by the staff from the main headquarter of the National 
Archives of Romania)” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “The archives lacks the necessary staff to process and create finding aids for 
many of its holdings: therefore they cannot be consulted by researchers” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access 

 “Inadequate facilities for research, ordering, and making copies of the 
documents” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Municipal Archives of the City of Bucharest (DirecţiaMunicipiuluiBucureşti) 
o The Bucharest Police Prefecture (1940-1944) 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Scholarly research (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Student (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: USA (1)  
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Russian Federation 
 
Number of useful responses: 9 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Archive of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation 
(АрхивФедеральнойслужбыбезопасностиРоссийФедерацииКалининград) – 2 responses 

o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 A lot of classified information (“оченьмногозасекречено”) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 Many closed records were not issued (“многозакрыто, 
описипозакрытомуневыдаются”) 

 Did not want to show me (“ничегонехотелимнепоказать”) 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access 

 Intense cold in the reading room (“сильныйхолод в читальномзале”) 

 Other: I had to ask that they not pass my name to anyone, afraid that I would be 
found and punished. (“Объязательнонепередайтемоюфамилиюникому; боюсь, 
чтоменянайдут и наказывают.”) 

 Central Archives of the Federal Security Service – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Access not authorized, provision of copies difficult and slow” 

 The archive was closed 

 “Increasingly difficult to gain access over the course of 2-3 years; now 
effectively closed (again)” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “No direct access to finding aids” 
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 Poor physical condition of material 

 “"Trophy" materials not well handled or preserved; at risk of degradation or 
destruction” 

 Central Archives of the Russian Defense Ministry (ЦентральныйархивМинистерстваобороны 
РФ) – 3 responses 

o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 Looted files were inaccesible for use („Beuteakten waren für Nutzung 
gesperrt“) 

 A lot of classified information (“оченьмногозасекречено”) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “No information, staff did not respond on e-mail telephone” 

 Many closed records were not issued (“многозакрыто, 
описипозакрытомуневыдаются”) 

 Main Intelligence Directorate (Главноеразведывательноеуправление) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 A lot of classified information (“оченьмногозасекречено”) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 Many closed records were not issued (“многозакрыто, 
описипозакрытомуневыдаются”) 

 Russian State Military Archives (Российскийгосударственныйвоенныйархив) – 2 responses 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 A lot of classified information (“оченьмногозасекречено”) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 Many closed records were not issued (“многозакрыто, 
описипозакрытомуневыдаются”) 

 Russian State Archive of Socio-Political History (Российскийгосударственныйархивсоциально-
политическойистории) – 1 response 

o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 A lot of classified information (“оченьмногозасекречено”) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 Many closed records were not issued (“многозакрыто, 
описипозакрытомуневыдаются”) 

 Russian State Military Archives (Российскийгосударственныйвоенныйархив) – 2 responses 
o First priority challenges  
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 Legal obstacles 

 A lot of classified information (“оченьмногозасекречено”) 

 Supposedly only 10 signatures can be ordered per day (“angeblichnur 10 
Signaturen pro Tag bestellbar”) 

o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 Many closed records were not issued (“многозакрыто, 
описипозакрытомуневыдаются”) 

 Not enough staff in the repository (“PersonalmangelfürMagazintätigkeit”) 

 Scientific Archive, Institute of Russian History, Russian Academy of Sciences 

(Росси ́йскаяакаде́миянау ́к) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 “I was only allowed to see and make notes from the inventory [opis'].” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “The collection predominantly contains typed stenographic reports of 
interviews, for instance in Kharkiv. The Institute describes the collection here: 
http://www.iriran.ru/?q=node/405. The Institute has been telling Westerners for 
years that it is ready to "cooperate" in making the collection available; most 
recently, to my knowledge, at a scholarly conference in Toronto in March 2012. 
The single case of such cooperation seems to be an edited collection with tales 
(translated into German) about the battle of Stalingrad: Die Stalingrad-Protokolle, 
ed. JochenHellbeck, 2012. On the Nauchnyiarkhiv in general, see 
http://www.iriran.ru/?q=naarchive” 

 State Archives of the Russian Federation (ГосударственныйархивРоссийскойФедерации) – 2 
responses 

o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles  

 A lot of classified information (“оченьмногозасекречено”) 

 (No detailed response given) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) (2x) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 Many closed records were not issued (“многозакрыто, 
описипозакрытомуневыдаются”) 

 Tracing and Information Center of the Russian Red Cross (Центррозыска и 
информацииРоссийскогоКрасногоКреста) – 1 response 

o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 “The Russian Red Cross claims there are legal obstacles but does not say 
what they are.” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “Inquiries regarding individual names cost $15.00 per request.” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “The card catalogue is not computerized, making reference assistance very 
difficult.” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access 
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 “There are no facilities for research by individuals” 

 Poor physical condition of material  

 “The card catalogue dates from the 1940's and is in need of preservation.” 
 
Collections reported: 

 

 Archive of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation, Kaliningrad 
(АрхивФедеральнойслужбыбезопасностиРоссийФедерацииКалининград) 

o Documents relating to the Holocaust in Smolensk (Следственныеделапоотношению к 
Холокосту в г. Смоленск) 

o Various collections (оченьмногоразныхфондов) 

 Central Archives of the Federal Security Service 
o Collection 20869 "Okhranniki" and K-779/F. 16/op. 312e/dela 409-411 

 Central Archives of the Russian Defense Ministry (ЦентральныйархивМинистерстваобороны 
РФ) 

o Military documents 1939-1945 
o Looted German Wehrmacht files (Beuteakten der deutschen Wehrmacht) 
o Various collections (оченьмногоразныхфондов) 

 Main Intelligence Directorate (Главноеразведывательноеуправление) 
o Various collections (оченьмногоразныхфондов) 

 Russian State Archive of Socio-Political History (Российскийгосударственныйархивсоциально-
политическойистории) 

o Various collections (оченьмногоразныхфондов) 

 Russian State Military Archives (Российскийгосударственныйвоенныйархив) 
o German looting documents (Deutsche Beutedokumente) 

 Fonds 500, 501, 502, 1323, 1367, 1372, 1257. 
o Various collections (оченьмногоразныхфондов) 

 Scientific Archive, Institute of Russian History, Russian Academy of Sciences 

(Росси ́йскаяакаде́миянау ́к) 
o KomissiiapoistoriiVelikoiOtechestvennoivoiny (Commission on the History of the Great 

Patriotic War) 

 State Archives of the Russian Federation (ГосударственныйархивРоссийскойФедерации) 
o Various collections (оченьмногоразныхфондов) 
o Collection not reported 

 Tracing and Information Center of the Russian Red Cross (Центррозыска и 
информацииРоссийскогоКрасногоКреста) 

o Card Catalogue of Soviet Evacuees 
 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Educational project (1), Exhibition (1), Family 
history research (1), Genealogical research (1), Institutional project (1), Legal research (2), Publication 
(3), Scholarly research (6), and Other (2) 

 

 Other responses:  “Documentation for approximately 80,000 persons now eligible for 
compensation from the Government of Germany” and translation of the most interesting 
testimony of suspects to other languages.  The whole world should know about them. 
(“Переводасамыхинтересныхпоказанийподозреваемыхнадругиеязыки; весьмирдолженузнать 
о них.”) 

 
Professions of respondents: Archivist/librarian (1), Museum/memorial professional (1), 
Scholar/professor (5), and Other (1) 

 

 Other response: Person lodging a complaint / appellant (“жалобщик”) 
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Locations of respondents at time of survey: Germany (3), Netherlands (1), Russian Federation (1), 
and USA (4) 
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Serbia 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Military Archive – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 And, above everything else, too laborious (“und vorallemzuumständlich”) 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 It is difficult to find anything there. The collections are all organized by 
different criteria and you have to search each card catalogue. This takes a 
long time. (“Es ist schwierig, dort etwas zu finden, da die Sammlungen nach 
ganz anderen Kriterien angelegt sind und man über einzelne Karteikarten 
suchen muss, was sehr sehr lange dauert.”) 

 Other: It was difficult to even gain access to the archive, although that was true not 
only for the sources that dealt with the Holocaust. (“Es war schwierig, überhaupt 
Zugang zum Archiv zu bekommen, das bezog sich aber nicht nur auf die Quellen 
zum Holocaust.”) 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Military Archive 
o Collection not reported 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Institutional project (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Scholar/professor (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: Germany (1)  
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South Africa 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Rochlin Archives, South African Jewish Board of Deputies  - 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Poor physical condition of material  

 “Documents weren't stored well – I'm nervous they won't be there in a few 
years since they were in such bad condition” 

 Other 

 “Archivist's hours so short that it is difficult to access materials. Because I 
was there five months she allowed me to get the key from the librarian and 
work on my own.” 

Collections reported: 
 

 Rochlin Archives, South African Jewish Board of Deputies 
o Collection not reported 

 
Reasons for attempt to access research materials: Educational project (1) and Scholarly research 
(1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Scholar/professor (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: USA (1) 
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Spain 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Spanish Ministry of the Interior (Ministerio de 
AsuntosExteriores, Ministerio del Interior) – 1 response 

o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs closed its doors without warning 
and transferred all of its archives to other repositories and they are still not 
accessible to the public over a year later” 

 The archive was closed 

 “hours open ot the public limited or not open at all” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “it is standard policy that no finding aids are put at the disposition of users 
in all public archives in Spain” 

 Other: “the Sub-direction of State Archives in Spain refuses to respond to 
correspondence and negotiate a cooperative agreement regarding access and 
reproduction of their archival material” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Spanish Ministry of the Interior (Ministerio de 
AsuntosExteriores, Ministerio del Interior) 

o Collection not reported 
 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Institutional project (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Museum/memorial professional (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: USA (1)  
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Sweden 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 National Archives (Riksarkivet) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “Archivist unwilling to give documents due to sensitivity of the material - 
This was despite I had letter of reference and had signed an agreement not 
to violate individual privacy.” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 National Archives (Riksarkivet) 
o Jewish Community of Stockholm Archives 

 
Reason for attempt to access research materials: Scholarly research (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Scholar/professor (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: Finland (1) 
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Ukraine 
 
Number of useful responses: 6 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Central State Archives of the Highest Bodies of Power and Government of the Ukraine (TsDAVO 
- Tsentral'nyiderzhavnyiarkhivvyshchykhorhanivvlady ta upravlinniaUkrainy) – 1 response 

o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “I was able to gain entry only after an extensive interview, and would 
probably not have been allowed in without an Ukrainian friend to explain my case. 
This despite producing a formal letter of recommendation signed by the chief of 
the Finnish archival administration.” 

 City Party Archives (городскойпартийныйархив) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 Did not have access to search documents (“небылодоступа к 
поискудокументов”) 

 State Archive of the Lugansk Region (ГосударственныйархивЛуганскойобласти) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 Reading room staff refused to bring documents, explaining that they 
contain "personal information" 
(“Сотрудникчитальногозалаотказаласьпринестидокументы, 
объясняяэтотем, чтоонисодержат ‘персональнуюинформацию’”) 

 State Archive of the Security Service of Ukraine 
(ГосударственныйархивСлужбыбезопасностиУкраины) – 1 response 

o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 Access to the materials restricted (“Доступ к материаламограничен)” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 No finding aids (“Описиотсутствуют”) 
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 Other: This is a general unavailability of materials in the archives the Security 
Service, which increased after 2010 (the coming to power of President Viktor 
Yanukovych) (“Речьидетобобщейнедоступностиматериалов в архивах СБУ, 
увеличившейсяпосле 2010 года (прихода к властипрезидентаВ.Януковича)”) 

 State Archive of the Ternopil Region – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “Difficulty of getting copies of documents of interest” 

 Other: “Personal interference of archive's director to prevent research into 
collaboration.” 

 Zhytomyr State-Regional Archive (ДержавнийархівЖитомирськоїобласті) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges 

 Other: “I was told that these files, which I had read before, and cited in my book, 
were reclassified.” 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Central State Archives of the Highest Bodies of Power and Government of the Ukraine (TsDAVO 
- Tsentral'nyiderzhavnyiarkhivvyshchykhorhanivvlady ta upravlinniaUkrainy) 

o Archives of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine 

 City Party Archives (городскойпартийныйархив) 
o Collection not reported 

 State Archive of the Lugansk Region (ГосударственныйархивЛуганскойобласти) 
o List of population to receive armbands 

(Списокнаселениянаполучениенарукавныхповязок – Р-1307, опись 1, дело 63) 

 State Archive of the Security Service of Ukraine 
(ГосударственныйархивСлужбыбезопасностиУкраины) 

o Collection not reported 

 State Archive of the Ternopil Region 
o "Ukrainian Police", Fond R-285 opis 1 (various spravy) 

 Zhytomyr State-Regional Archive (ДержавнийархівЖитомирськоїобласті) 
o German WWII collections, P1151, P1182 

 
Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Journalism (1), Legal research (2), Publication 
(1), and Scholarly research (5) 
 
Professions of respondents: Scholar/professor (5) and Other (1) 

 

 Other response: “Retired” 
 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Finland (1), Israel (1), Ukraine (2), and USA (2) 
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United Kingdom 
 
Number of useful responses: 1 

 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 National Archives – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “Unable to find what I was looking for and unhelpful staff.” 
Collections reported: 

 

 National Archives  
o Collection not reported 

 
Reasons for attempt to access research materials: Educational project (1) and Family history 
research (1) 
 
Profession of respondent: Scholar/professor (1) 
 
Location of respondent at time of survey: UK (1) 
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United States 
 
Number of useful responses: 27 

 
 
Difficulties reported by archive: 

 

 Center for Jewish History (New York) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “Limited finding aids” 

 Other 

 “need to digitize and place collections online” 

 CIA Archives – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 “Impossible to obtain materials needed.” 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “I realize this is perhaps beyond the scope your survey, but using the 
Freedom of Information Act (or FOIA) to obtain material about the Holocaust, in 
particular, war criminals, is virtually impossible. The CIA will block all requests as 
matters of national security. They do this mainly protect their relationships with 
known war criminals in the early cold-war. There is no oversight in the US 
government as to what the CIA releases or not. Neither Congress, nor the DOJ can 
force them to do anything. They're essentially a government unto themselves. A 
representative from the one FOIA oversight institution (created by Obama), called 
OGIS, told me, "The CIA answers to no one." That's the truth.” 

 Family History Library (Salt Lake City) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance  

 “No index” 

 Other: “The Family History Library has difficulty with some in the Jewish 
community. So they are not able to index the documents for religious reasons” 
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 Hoover Institution – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “Hardly any assistance by librarians” 

 Poor physical condition of material  

 “yes, and most of it is not catalogued” 

 Museum of Jewish Heritage – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Other: “The MJH has a misguided policy of declining requests from survivor 
families to see items of personal relevance.” 

 National Archives (Washington, DC) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges 

 Legal obstacles 

 (No detailed response given) 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 (No detailed response given) 

 Navy Archives (Washington, DC) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Inadequate facilities for research and access  

 “Difficulties in viewing the material and difficulty in having access to the 
material.” 

 United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (Washington, DC) – 13 response 
o First priority challenges  

 Legal obstacles 

 “could not view transport records and could not find an aid to find out the 
process to access them” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “extremely high costs to view and ship photos” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “Initially, the USHMM staff responsible for the International Tracing 
Service were not very responsive to my requests to access this collection. 
When I did get a response, I received a nonsensical explanation on how to 
access the collection. Only when I talked to one of the research librarians 
did I finally receive a coherent explanation and successfully accessed what I 
wanted to find.” 

 “Need a central searching feature” 

 “inadequate finding aids” 

 “Subsequent request to answer my query received a canned response each 
time.” 

 “man in computer room didn't understand the system for retrieval which I 
finally figured out on my own” 

 “incomprehensible finding aid” 

 Other: “The owner of the rights to the materials granted permission to obtain study 
images of Karl Schwesig's artworks.   However, nobody from the Memorial 
responded to my inquiries.” 

 Other: “No one answered my inquiry” 

 Other: “This was an online request with a promised fulfillment time of 6 weeks. 
Years have passed since then.” 

 Other: “need to request access to material a week ahead” 
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 Other: “Physically challenging to scan the several thousand pages.  Gave me severe 
back pain.  No arrangement available for me to pay an assistant to do this, so I had 
to do it over seven separate days” 

 Other: “Lack of access to records from Oradea which are not currently available 
locally [in Romania], but are held at USHMM” 

 Other: “the database is difficult but i got EXCELLENT help from the librarians” 

 USC Shoah Foundation Archives (Hamilton) – 1 response 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 “Archive was closed” 

 USC Shoah Foundation Archives (Los Angeles) – 3 responses 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “$90 plus postage per testimony by Holocaust survivor” 

 “Prohibitive cost of video testimonies/lack of access in Romania” 

 Other: “You have to travel to certain locations to retrieve majority of their archival 
interviews. This is cost-prohibitive unless you live near a large campus that 
participates” 

 Yale Holocaust Archive (New Haven) – 1 response 
o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “Reproduction was very expensive” 

 Other: “Access to the material was difficult and the researcher was vetted before 
having been granted access.” 

 YIVO Institute for Jewish Research (New York) – 3 responses 
o First priority challenges  

 The archive was closed 

 “open very odd hours” 

 “Archivist claimed it was a closed collection. This was a supplemental 
archive that was photocopied from the collection in Vilnius, Lithuania. 
They were copied in 1999 and have not been made available to the public.” 

o Second priority challenges  

 Prohibitive costs for reproduction and use 

 “copying costs prohibitive” 

 Insufficient cataloging/reference assistance 

 “librarian had no clue” 

 “The most useful card catalogue is in Yiddish. I managed without too many 
problems, but someone not familiar with the language would be lost.” 

 Inadequate facilities for research and access 

 “There were at the time, 4 study tables...there wasn't room!” 

 Other: “I found that it took quite a while to retrieve archival collections. I planned 
on getting only one or two things done on a single day of research, which gets to be 
very expensive staying in New York City. Some of the staff at YIVO are very 
helpful but others are not. 

 
Collections reported: 

 

 Center for Jewish History (New York) 
o HIAS Files 

 CIA Archives 
o Collection not reported 
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 Family History Library (Salt Lake City) 
o Collection not reported 

 Hoover Institution 
o Collection not reported 

 Museum of Jewish Heritage 
o Sousa Mendes visa registry book 

 National Archives (Washington, DC) 
o Nuremberg War Crimes Trials (Nürnberger Kriegsverbrechen) 

 Navy Archives (Washington, DC) 
o Reeducation films (1945-1949) 

 United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (Washington, DC) 
o Collection not reported (7x) 
o Hungarian Claims Conference 
o Karl Schwesig artworks 
o Red Cross International Tracing Service (4x) 

 CASE number 16342 
o RG-14.010 
o Romanian/Oradea archives 

 USC Shoah Foundation Archives (Hamilton) 
o Collection not reported 

 USC Shoah Foundation Archives (Los Angeles) 
o Roma/Sinti testimonies 
o Collection not reported (2x) 

 Yale Holocaust Archive (New Haven) 
o Video archive 

 YIVO Institute for Jewish Research (New York) 
o Collection not reported (2x) 
o RG 11, supplemental collection 

Reasons for attempts to access research materials: Educational project (7), Exhibition (2), Family 
history research (7), Genealogical research (10), Institutional project (2), Legal research (2), Publication 
(1), and Scholarly research (17) 
 
Professions of respondents: Archivist/librarian (1), Educator (3), Genealogist (2), Scholar/professor 
(6), Student (4), and Other (7) 

 

 Other responses: AHO Member; Chief Executive; Co-founder and past president; Marketing and 
Communications Professional; Statistician; Volunteer; Writer 

 
Locations of respondents at time of survey: Canada (1), Germany (1), Israel (1), Portugal (1), 
Romania (1), USA (18) 
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Appendix No. 1 
Responses by location at time of survey4 

 
Country Useful Responses Incomplete Responses 

Argentina*  2 

Australia  3 

Austria* 1 7 

Belarus  1 

Belgium* 3 6 

Brazil  1 

Canada* 4 16 

Chile 1  

Croatia* 3 4 

Czech Republic*  2 

Denmark*  2 

Estonia*  1 

Finland* 2 2 

France* 4 8 

Germany* 14 45 

Greece* 1 3 

Hungary* 1 2 

India  2 

Ireland* 1 1 

Israel* 5 18 

Italy*  2 

Latvia*  1 

Lithuania*  1 

Luxembourg*  2 

Netherlands* 8 15 

Norway*  6 

Poland* 1 3 

Portugal** 1 5 

Romania* 2 2 

Russian Federation 1 1 

Slovakia*  2 

Spain* 1 3 

Sweden*  2 

Switzerland*  3 

Thailand  2 

Ukraine 2 15 

United Kingdom* 2 11 

United Arab Emirates  1 

United States* 53 98 

Vietnam  2 

 
 

                                                 
4* IHRA member country.  ** IHRA Observer Country.  IHRA member countries without resident responses: Serbia, 
Slovenia.  IHRA observer countries without resident responses: Bulgaria, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Turkey, 
Uruguay 


